2003 kia sorento water pump

Loosen the drain plug, and then drain the engine coolant. Remove the radiator cap to help drain
the coolant faster. Remove the drive belt after turning the drive belt tensioner counterclockwise.
Refer to Timing System - "Drive Belt" 3. Remove the water pump pulley A. Tightening torque : 7.
Panorama Sunroof Motor Inspection 1. Close the panorama sunroof glass and blind completely
Full close position. Disconnect the negative - battery terminal. Check the IMS c Water pump
Components 1. Water pump pulley 2. Water pump 3. Water pump gasket 4. Water pump housing
5. Water pump housing gasket 6. O-ring 7. Water inlet pipe Water pump Inspection 1. Check
each part for cracks, damage or wear, and replace the coolant pump assembly if necessary.
Check the bearing for damage, abnorm See also: Panorama Sunroof Motor Inspection 1. Refer
to Timing System - "Drive Belt". Remove the water pump sub assembly A with the gasket.
Tightening torque : 9. Remove the exhaust manifold heat protector. Remove the water pump
housing B with the gasket and the water inlet pipe A. Tightening torque Bolt A : 9. Install in the
reverse order of removal with a new water pump gasket. Start the engine and check for leaks.
One of the worst problems that can happen to your Kia Sorento is overheating. Common
symptoms of overheating include smoke coming from under the hood, a pegged temperature
gauge, and a blown head gasket. Overheating can cause a lot of expensive damage to the
engine. The water pump pushes the water through the entire system. The thermostat opens up
once the engine reaches operating temperature and allows coolant in. The most common
symptom of overheating is the temperature light coming on. If this light does come on, make
sure that you get off the road quickly and safely. Driving while overheating can cause long term
engine damage. It does this to relieve the pressure on the cooling system before lasting damage
can be done to it. If your Sorento is run for too long of a period while overheating, the head
gasket may blow. Bad head gasket symptoms include white smoke coming from the tail pipe,
rough idle, and oil in the coolant. Shutting down before it overheats, or as soon as you see that
it is overheating will usually prevent this from happening. If it is full, you can rule out low
coolant or a coolant leak, and skip the next section. Low coolant is the most common reason
that your Sorento will overheat. Low coolant is a symptom of a cooling system leak of some
kind. Here are some of the reasons that your coolant may run low:. There are a lot of places to
look for a radiator leak. In fact, you really should not need to take it off at all, unless the coolant
is leaking from the cap itself. A slow leak can be more difficult to find than a quick leak, since
the coolant can evaporate before it has a chance to show itself. It really does work well. Do you
have a lot of white smoke? When the cooling system itself is bad, usually the opposite will
happen. One of the most common reasons that a vehicle overheats is a bad thermostat. If your
radiator overflow is full and you radiator fan is kicking on , it is very likely that a bad thermostat
or bad water pump are causing your Sorento to overheat. Of these two, the thermostat fails
more often than the water pump. Has your belt been squeaking when you start up, or when you
are on the road? That can be an indication of a bad serpentine belt. When your water pump
does go bad, it will often leak water. This is due to the bearings inside of it going bad. A good
trick to tell if the water pump may be bad is to put it into neutral and rev the engine up a few
thousand RPM for a few seconds. If the temperature went down, that can indicate a bad water
pump. A dying pump may get spinning enough to move the coolant with the increase in RPM.
We hope this helps you find out why. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave
a comment below. Good luck! If any part of this system fails, your Sorento will eventually
overheat. Kia Sorento Overheating Symptoms Here are the most common symptoms of a
vehicle overheating. Blown Head Gasket If your Sorento is run for too long of a period while
overheating, the head gasket may blow. Low Coolant Low coolant is the most common reason
that your Sorento will overheat. Bad Thermostat A typical thermostat One of the most common
reasons that a vehicle overheats is a bad thermostat. Your stylish Kia counts as super compact,
but it delivers lots of engine power. Auto enthusiasts who enjoy performance vehicles
understand that there's nothing more important than installing the best aftermarket parts for
your car. The circulation of your vehicle's liquid coolant is dependent on power provided by the
Kia Sorento Water Pump. Your car or truck's Water Pump is driven by the fan belt towards the
front of the engine or via the timing belt. Your Water Pump pumps your liquid coolant through
the engine. Worn out Water Pumps result in inadequate coolant circulation and may leads to
overheating. Looking for a reliable source of quality parts often feels like trying to find a needle
in a haystack, but it really doesn't need to. They are available for the following Kia Sorento
years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, This part is
also sometimes called Kia Sorento Water Pumps. Good quality! Fast delivery! Always reliable. I
bought it with the tensor and the timing belt. Everything came in as expected. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always

has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Contents Water Pump, Gaskets.
The proper O. This ensures longer bearing life and reliable performance. Thermostat seal and
mounting gasket are supplied for ease of installation where applicable. Features: Manufactured
to meet or exceed OEM specifications. Product SKU: Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Impeller Material Plastic. Features: OE Style for easy replacement
and fitment Stringent quality control ensures part meets product standards. Features: Direct Fit
Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built
to a strict level of product standards. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more
reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Kia Sorento. Catalog: C. Catalog: P. Catalog: A. Vehicle Kia
Sorento. Catalog: H. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Good-looking, comfortable,
rugged and well-equipped, the new Sorento will force consumers to view Kia in a new light. Just
a few years ago, Kia was as anonymous as a wanna-be rock star at karaoke night. This Korean
company has been importing small vehicles, such as the Sephia and Sportage , into the U. But it
had gone largely unnoticed by consumers who bought vehicles with better-known nameplates.
Kia's vehicles weren't necessarily bad, but they were bland in terms of styling and performance.
We can almost envision Simon Cowell, the British host of American Idol , saying sternly to the
Kia folks: "The problem is that you're simply mediocre. Raise your game. Following on the heels
of the successful Sedona is the Sorento. Essentially a midsize 'ute, the Sorento has a crisp,
upscale look especially in two-tone EX trim that belies its mini-SUV pricing. Standard
color-keyed bumpers in contrast to the homely, unfinished gray units used on some SUVs add
to this impression, as do the chrome grille surround and darkly tinted "privacy" glass. Didn't
think so, and neither does Kia. Need more luxury? A Luxury Package for the EX adds leather
seating, heated front seats, automatic climate control, six-disc CD changer and automatic
four-wheel drive. Like the EX, the LX has a cabin whose overall quality seems out of proportion
to its low sticker price. Attractive soft-touch materials are found everywhere and the
thick-rimmed steering wheel has tasteful metallic accents. Work some of the switches, such as
the turn signal lever or climate control knobs, and the feeling of polished quality continues.
Even the center stack compartment doors glide open, as they would in a Lexus. More than a few
carmakers could learn a thing or two from Kia about impressing potential buyers. Additionally, a
number of open cubbies of various shapes prove handy for garage door openers, cell phones
and other necessities of modern life. With all the available seat adjustments, such as front- and
rear-cushion tilt, it's a breeze for short and tall drivers alike to get comfortable behind the wheel.
Firm, well-shaped seats offer long-haul comfort, as this editor can attest. The rear seat drew
mixed comments; most passengers found it comfortable, finding adequate under-thigh support
and legroom, though one taller staffer would've liked more room to stretch out and pointed out
that under-seat toe room is tight. As far as safety, the Sorento continues the high-value theme
by providing a few high-end features such as front and rear side curtain airbags and head
restraints for all occupants in addition to the expected items like LATCH child safety-seat
anchors. Although the Sorento has yet to be crash tested, Kia is confident that its latest pride
and joy will score highly. Standard on all Sorentos is a 3. To put that into perspective, the
Sorento weighs nearly the same as a V8 Ford Explorer , a seven-passenger SUV that straddles
the line between midsize and full-size status. The lone transmission is a four-speed automatic.
This power team does a very respectable job of moving the pudgy Sorento around. About the
town, the Sorento feels almost sprightly. Though acceleration at freeway speeds tapers off to
just adequate, the Sorento will cruise happily at 75 mph all day long. The V6 is smooth and
gladly gives its all, and the tranny is never caught flat-footed, furnishing quick downshifts and
smooth changes up through the gears even when the gas is pinned to the carpet. As far as hard
numbers, at the test track the Sorento ran to 60 mph in 9. One figure that didn't impress us was
fuel consumption; we averaged just 15 mpg in our mix of city and freeway driving, about 2 or 3
mpg less than we would have expected. In retrospect, the dismal fuel economy is not
surprising, considering the vehicle's hefty weight. The brakes were simply impressive,
especially when one considers the fact that our Sorento lacked the optional ABS. The binders
were easy to modulate, and at the track we got three identical stopping distances of feet from 60
mph. Not only is that number pretty good more like that of an ABS-equipped vehicle , but the
consistency is reassuring as it shows that the brakes are progressive, well balanced and
resistant to fade. Our test-driver even complimented the Hankook tires as tire grip is an
oft-forgotten factor in a given vehicle's braking performance. This writer also put the
four-wheel-drive system it's a part-time system, meaning it should not be engaged while driving
on dry pavement to the test during a few snowstorms back East. Even when driven while one of
the storms was at its peak we native New Englanders are crazy like that , the Sorento trundled
along at a slow but steady pace, inspiring confidence as it shared the road only with snowplows
and a handful of other 4WD trucks. Driven under more normal conditions, the Sorento's

independent front and solid axle rear suspension design provided a firm, mostly agreeable ride,
though sharp impacts can intrude into the cabin. Accurate and well-weighted steering and a
minimum of body roll stabilizer bars are standard front and rear make the Sorento well planted
and composed on a winding road. The Hankooks were quiet and provided decent grip when
pushed within reason, showing us that even lesser-known Korean tire suppliers are getting their
act together. We all agreed that the Sorento is a well-rounded effort that, apart from its thirst for
fuel, has a lot going for it. Perhaps the greatest compliment we can give a particular vehicle is
stating that we'd seriously consider buying one if we were shopping in that market segment.
The Sorento has earned that accolade. System Score: 6. This simple head unit includes a handy
mute button and powers six speakers the EX comes with A full-range speaker is mounted low in
each door panel, and a couple of tweeters are mounted near the side mirrors to accentuate the
high notes. Performance: The tweeters are a nice touch that helps separate the left and right
channels, but the performance is average, at best. Cymbals are crisp, but distort at moderate
volumes. Vocals and bass tones are punchy, but seem to be trapped near the floor thanks to the
placement of the drivers in the doors. These speakers also suffer when taxed with heavy guitars
or complicated recordings, because the result is a mushy homogenized sound. Best Feature:
Satellite tweets. Worst Feature: Mediocre sound at modest volumes. Conclusion: Average all
around. Right out of the gate, the Sorento has more to offer in terms of civility and value than
the awful Xterra and somewhat pricey RAV4. The one drawback to this otherwise capable SUV
is its weight. At over two tons, the Sorento feels much less nimble than other mini-utes. Both
the Tribute and Sorento offer excellent value for the money. The lynchpin in all this is long-term
reliability; if Kia can keep the Sorento out of the shop, it should sell well and make lots of new
Kia converts. Even so, I would have no problem recommending this car given Kia's exceptional
warranty. Inside, everything was tightly assembled, and there was soft-touch material in all the
right places on the door panels, dash and center console. The front seats were well shaped and
supportive, and with two kinds of manual tilt adjustment for the bottom cushion of the driver
seat, I was able to find a much more comfortable driving position than I would have expected in
a bargain-priced SUV. But if I needed a real SUV to handle occasional off-roading jaunts, the
Sorento would likely be my top choice. Good quality SUV. I did all the research possible before
buying. I would finish the salesperson's sentences; I could probably sell them myself. I was
very confident going into this buy with all the knowledge possible. It is a great-looking SUV. I
get a lot of looks driving it and love all the special features. Mine is loaded with leather interior
and the wood grain package. Window visors and bug-deflector finish off the look. Good looks
overall. I would like a release button for the fuel tank. The gas tank is pretty much available to
anyone who would want to get to it. It has great exterior styling and many interior extras. I love
the heated front seats. It could use a lighted door lock button and a remote release for the rear
glass. Be sure and check out the Sorento before you purchase your next SUV. This is to be my
vehicle but we needed something that we both could drive comfortably and also have legroom
in the backseat. We were so surprised by the roominess in the cabin. The drive is great and the
price was fantastic. Love the exterior also. It drives really smoothly and has plenty of power for
both of us. After we purchased it, my 'macho' husband said, 'I can't believe I bought a Kia. Sales
experience was also great. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Kia Sorento. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Sorento lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Engine needs more power, subpar fuel economy, seat upholstery could stand
improvement. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Larger and more powerful than the pint-size Sportage which is expected to return for
after a hiatus, by the way , the Sorento straddles the emerging middle ground between small
SUVs and midsize SUVs. And it does so while offering interested buyers true off-road ability.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. A workhorse not without a few issues. I bought my
Kia Sorento EX 4x4 automatic brand new in I've since sold the Sorento in favor of a Toyota
4Runner because the new Sorento is no longer a body-on-frame truck platform. The new

Sorento is a unibody car platform. I wanted something more rugged and durable and the
4Runner is a true SUV. I took great care of the Sorento which is the main reason it lasted k
miles. The engine, transmission, and suspension, steering have been solid as a rock. Even after
k miles, all the rubber suspension bushings looked like new condition! I've only had a few
issues. The transfer case stopped shifting into 4x4 due to lack of use, but still operated in 4x2
mode. One engine sensor needed replacing, along with normal hoses, and the fuel temperature
senor and thermostat which I replaced myself. It also needed new shocks, which is normal for
the age. Other than that it has been a workhorse, and reliable. The engine has considerable low
end torque so it appears fast for HP. It is spacious inside, with plenty of cargo room. With the
proper wet traction tires the Sorento feels very safe and controlled in the rain. Without proper
winter tires it is terrible in snow and ice. As a used vehicle the first generation Sorento is a great
bargain. Just make sure the timing belt and water pump have been replaced. There is a recall
due to it being weak. If it breaks or timing belt breaks, either can destroy the engine. There is a
new, stronger crank shaft bolt replacement. If considering a Kia Sorento of this era, talk to Kia
service to determine the cost to replace the timing belt, water pump, crank shaft pulley bolt, and
drive belts if they have not already been replaced recently. Talk to Kia about that crank shaft
pulley bolt recall. With the first generation Sorento you will feel every bump, every pothole,
every imperfection in the road. However, the trade-off with a tight suspension is that you will
gain precise, controlled steering. The Sorrento does not wander or weave and tracks straight on
the road even in a torrential downpour. If you want safety and handling more than ride comfort
then the first generation Sorento is for you. I must say though that the new Bilstein shocks that I
installed enhanced the precise accurate steering but did not compromise ride quality. The very
stout and stiff stock Sorento suspension springs are what causes the harsher ride. In contrast
my 4Runner has less precise steering than the Sorento, however the the trade-off is the ride
quality in the 4Runner is smooth and comfortable. So it's a trade-off with vehicles - Precise,
tight handling and stiff suspension with a harsher ride, or pillowy soft ride and mushy handling.
Some newer vehicles have what is called "Active Handling Suspension" that solves this issue
and combines great handling and comfortable ride, but those systems are expensive to fix. So,
In conclusion, a well-cared-for, first-generation Kia Sorrento is a good vehicle choice - Just
know the issues, get a pre-purchase inspection, get any issue fixed, keep up the regular
maintainance and you should have a good vehicle for years to come. Read less. Fun Car to
Drive and Easy to Maintain. I bought this car as a third owner in with miles. The car was poorly
maintained. Thats what I got for the price I bought it for. But I am so glad I bought this car. I had
to change the brakes and tires, some bulbs, oil change, and I had to change the spark plugs.
The car started running like new. I had no major problems with the car, just maintenance. I had
my check engine light on for a couple of months but later on I found out it was because of a
faulty throttle position sensor which was easy to change. After that, the check engine light went
away till this day. This Sorrento was a replacement for my previous vehicle. It was used and
abused. Previous owner did no maintenance on it. Spent a couple of hours under the hood
cleaning MAF sensor, throttle body. Had my buddy replace the oil and all the tires. Not to
mention complete brake fluid change no charge for any of it. For which I am eternally grateful it
now runs like a champ. Roomy , comfortable, fun, and a pleasure to drive. Still needs to have a
few little things done. The fact it ran as good as it did considering what wasn't done in it , miles
of service is testament to its build quality. Called KIA about recalls. Booked in same day. Minor
problems like horn, clock not working. Had to replace the U-joint front and back. Everything else
is fine and working. Minor leak in sunroof, was adjusted. Paint on side mirrors came off and the
same for the tail hatch. Made out of plastic. See all reviews of the Used Kia Sorento. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed See
Inventory 3. Stereo Evaluation System Score: 6. Consumer Commentary " A good buying
experience ended in a good purchase. Sponsored cars related to the Sorento. Sign Up. For
more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Kia Soren
2006 chevy aveo battery
weathertech honda odyssey
2002 toyota sienna fuse box location
to Water Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Water Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Shop Kia Sorento Water Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : This
pump is driven off the timing belt. Timing belt should be replaced with the pump. Part Number:

GMB Part Number: GAT Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Jun 26, The same as the other.
Thomas McHugh. Purchased on Jun 06, Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: Cooling
System Performance Unlike other DTCs that point to specific components that might be
malfunctioning, this powertrain code is generic and does not include any specifics. Therefore, it
is important to check for other codes that may have been logged by onboard diagnostics.
Overheating engine. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

